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Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY2006 (Self Review)

Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

In the academic year of 2006,
we did three joint researches, namely:
(1) p-adic differential equation (Hiroshima Univ. and Padova Univ.)
(2) arithmetic fundamental group and geometry of moduli space
   (Hiroshima Univ. and Duke Univ.)
(3) randomnumber generators as a practical mathematics (Hiroshima Univ.)
We held one international conference in Italy, one in France, three in Japan, and two domestic
conferences in Japan.

To establish a close international research collaboration relationship,
16 Japanese members went abroad by this budget.
10 foreign cooperative members participateｄ in our seminars by using other budgets.
32 Japanese members used this budget for traveling inside Japan.

Research result:
(1) Chiarelloto at Padova and Tsuzuki at Hiroshima studied an open problem on p-adic differential
equation (Dwork's conjecture), and solved in the case of rank = 2.
(2) Hain at Duke and Matsumoto at Hiroshima studied the Galois action on the relative completion
of mapping class groups, and decided its structure.
(3) Haramoto at Hiroshima, Matsumoto and a cooperative member L'Ecuyer at Montreal developed
a quick jumping method for F_2 linear randomnumber generator. Also, Saito at Hiroshima and
Matsumoto developed very fast randomnumber generator "SIMD-oriented Fast Mersenne Twister"
(SFMT) and released the code on our website.

For next academic year, we have planned to continue above-mentioned three joint researches. We
plan one conference in France, one conference in Italy, and four conferences in Japan. We think
the international research cooperation worked very well in this academic year, so we plan to
continue and strengthen this relationship.

We might be better to involve Germany and Canada for this project. For example, there is a big
international conference on practical mathematics at Montreal in 2008, and the chief organizer is
L'Ecuyer at Montreal who is jointly working with Matsumoto at Hiroshima.

International relationship: by sending young researchers to Hodge Theory (Italy, 2006 June)
Motives and related topics (France, 2006 July) we strengthened relationship among young
researchers, between Japanese and foreign ones. Four international conferences are held: in
Tokyo (GD2006), Kyoto (p-adic arithmetic geometry), Hiroshima (p-adic method) and Hiroshima
(Motives). We had a plenty of discussions, which yielded new germs of studies. In the last
mentioned conference, we had three lecturers from practical mathematics as a kind of feedback.
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